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1. Introduction
A module is said to be extending, if every closed (i.e. complement) sub-
module is a direct summand. This property is usually denoted by (Q). It
is, obviously, equivalent to the requirement that every submodule is essential in
a direct summand; this is the origin of the name * 'extending''. (Q) is one of
the defining conditions of continuous and quasi-continuous modules, which in
turn are generalizations of injective modules. Continuous and quasi-continuous
modules have been studied in great detail by many people (c.f. Y. Utumi [13],
L. Jeremy [5], BJ. Mϋller and S. Rizvi [8], [9], and K. Oshiro [11], [12]). Al-
though extending modules are far from injective, they behave in some ways
very similar to injective modules. For instance, M. Okado [10] proved that,
over a right noetherian ring, an extending module is a direct sum of uniform
submodules. The aim of this paper is to determine, conversely, when direct
sums of uniform modules are extending.
In §2 we study when direct sums of uniform modules over an arbitrary
ring are extending. We prove, in this general setting, some preliminary results
which are used later in the paper. We also show that a module over a right
noetherian ring is extending if and only if it has (1 —Q) and every local direct
summand is a direct summand. Consequently a direct sum of uniform modules
with local endomorphism rings, over a right noetherian ring, is extending if
and only if it is locally semi-T-nilpotent and each pair is extending.
Then we turn to extending modules over commutative noetherian rings.
§3 is a reduction to the case of modules with only one associated prime. In
§4 we give a full characterization of extending modules which are direct sums
of uniform modules with the same associated prime, and with local endomor-
phism rings. Finally we describe the structure of extending torsion modules
over Dedekind domains.
DEFINITIONS and NOTATIONS: A family of submodules of a module M,
whose sum in M is direct, is called a local direct summand if every finite sub-
sum is a direct summand of M. A decomposition 0 M
έ
 of modules is called
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locally semi-T-nilpotent, if for every sequence /„: Min->Min+l(n^N) of non-
isomorphisms, with all i
n
 distinct, and every χξΞMiQ, there exists mξΞN with
Λ/.-ι /o(*)=o.
A submodule N of a module M is called closed in M, if it has no proper
essential extensions in M. Xd'M and YcφM signify that X is an essential
submodule, and Y is a direct summand, of M. The injective hull of a module
M will be denoted by E(M). The set of all associated primes of a module M
will be denoted by ass(M).
A module M is called quasi-continuous if it is extending and has the following
property (C3): for all X, FcΘM with X f } Y=0, one has X®Yc:®M. The
property (n— Q) is the special case of (Q), which requires that every closed
submodule of uniform dimension less than or equal n is a direct summand.
2. Direct sums of uniform modules
Lemma 1. If M is an extending module [has (n— CJ] £/ze/x £^£ry direct
summand of M is extending [has (ft— Q)].
Lemma 2 ([10], Theorem 4). A ring R is right noetherian if and only if
every extending , ight R-module is a direct sum of uniform submodules.
Proposition 3. Let M= 0 Miy where the Λf, are uniform. If M has ( 1 — Q),
t'eJ
«
then every closed submodule of the form 0 Aiy with all A{ uniform, is a direct sum-
mand of M.
Proof. By induction on n. Assume that the claim holds true for n, and let
n
A= 0 Ai be a closed submodule of M, with all A{ uniform. By induction,
' =°MA'= : 0 Af is a direct summand. Write M=A'®X.
ί = l
Now let π be the projection of M onto X. Then πAQ^A0 is uniform, and
hence, by (1 — Q) for X, πAQd'B(Σ.®X. It follows that A'@A^CLπ"lB^A'®B.
Since J5 is uniform, we obtain A=A'®A0c: Ά'®B. Since A is closed, we have
A=A'®Bc:®M.
Lemma 4. Let φ : E(M)-*E(N) be an arbitrary homomorphism, and let X=
{x^M: φ(x)^N}. If there exists a homomorphίsm ψ: Y-^N.XdYdM, such
that ψ*(x) — φ(x) for all x^X, then X= Y. Moreover the submodule B= {#+ φ( *) '•
x<=X} of M®N is closed.
Proof. If (φ—ψ) yφO, then (φ— -ψ ) YnΛΓφO. Hence n=(φ—ψ) (y) for
some OΦrceΛ^je Y. Then φ(^)=Λ+ψ(^)eΛΓ, and hence jy^X Therefore
(φ— ψ) (jy)=0, which is a contradiction.
Now assume B C '5* C M0./V. Since 5 Π N=Q, we have J5* Π ΛΓ=0. Let
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7Γ, π be the projections of M@N onto M and N respectively; it follows that π \B*
is a monomorphism. Let /: =π' π'1 \B*: π(B*)-*N. Note that X=πBdπB*,
and that for each x^X,f(x)=π' π~1(x)=π'(xjrφ(x))=φ(x). Hence by the first
part of the lemma, X=πB*. Now let i*e.B* be arbitrary; we have &*=τrέ*+
π
'b*=πb*+π'π-1 π(b*}=πb*+f(πb*)=πb*+φ(πb*)(=B. Hence B=B*.
Lemma 5 ([9], Lemma 5). Let M— 0 M{ with all M, uniform. Suppose
XdM with XΓ( 0 My=0,/0r somejc.1. Then there exists JaKdl with Xξ&
0M, c:'M.
Proposition 6. Let M= 0 M, with all M{ uniform. If M has (1 — Q),
then every non-zero closed submodule of M contains a uniform summand of M.
Proof. Let M have (Q), and let A be a closed submodule of M. By
Lemma 5, we have A® 0 MyC 'M for some /C/. Let K=I\J, and let π
κ
, πj
be the projections onto 0 M, and 0 My respectively. Then π
κ
\A is a monomo-
rphism. Let φ:=π/πκ\A. It is easy to see that A={b+φ(b): b^.πκ(A)} and
that φ: π
κ
(A)-> 0 My is not extendable (i.e. if -ψ*: Y-> 0 My, π
κ
(A) C Fc 0 M,
extends φ, then π
κ
(A)=Y).
Now let φ: £'(0M
ί
)^£I(0My) be an extension of φ, it follows that π
κ
(A)=
K. J
{x e 0M;: φ(x) e ©M, }. For each a^K, let X
a
=: {x e M
rt: Φ(JCΛ) e 0My} and:^ «r j
A
Λ
= {x+φ(x): x^XJ. By Lemma 4, 4, is closed in M
Λ
0 0 My. It is clear
that X
Λ
^A
Λy and hence AΛ is a uniform submodule of A. By (1 — Q), ^
and therefore A
Λ
CL®A.
Corollary 7. L ί^ M— 0 Miy with all M{ uniform. If M has (1 — Q),
Proof: Propositions 6 and 3.
Theorem 8. L ί^ M be a module over a right noetherίan ring R. Then M
is an extending module if and only if M is a direct sum of uniform submodulesy has
(l — CJ, and every local direct summand of M is a direct summand.
Proof. Let M be extending. Obviously M has (1 — Q). Now let U= 0
y&r
Uj be a local direct summand of M. By (Q), Ud®M holds once we show that
U is closed in M. To this end let [/C ΆΓC M, and let 0 Φ x e ΛΓ. Consider /,=:
{reΛ: are t/}. As 7
Λ
 is finitely generated, there exists a finite subset F of JΓ
such that ΛJ/
Λ
 C 0 Uj'. — V. Since 0 C/. is a local direct summand, we have
yeJS yejr
, hence F is closed in M. Consider now any OΦΛT+Z;, where r^R and
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V. Certainly there exists s^R such that 0^p(xr+v) s=u^ U. Consequently
we have xrs=u—vs^U. We conclude OΦ(ΛT+Z;) s^V. This shows that
xR+ V => F, and hence x e xR+ V= Va U. Therefore U= N.
Conversely, let M= 0 Mh with all M, uniform, have (1 — Q), and let every
local direct summand be a direct summand. Let A be a closed submodule of
M. By Zorn's Lemma, we can find a maximal member 0 A
Λ
 of the family of
Λ&K
submodules of A of the form 0 N
Λ
 such that all N
Λ
 are uniform and that 0 N
Λ
α*e£ Λ^L
is a local direct summand of M. By assumption 0 A
Λ
CL®M, and hence A= 0
αe.s αίejε:
A
Λ
ξ&A'. If -4' is not zero, then, by Proposition 6, A' contains a uniform direct
summand, which contradicts the maximality of 0 A
Λ
. Therefore ^4—0
Lemma 9. Lέtf M= 0 M, αώ/z α// M, uniform. Then a submodule A of
/el
M w uniform and closed in M if and only if A— { Σ φ ,-(#): b^BdMk} for some
ίe/
Λe/, ί^fer^ (φ, : B-*Mi)iE:i are homomorphisms such that φk(b)—b for all b^B,
and the φ, are not simultaneously extendable (i.e. if ψ ,- : B{- >Λft extends φh J5C-B, C
— Π jB, )
Proof. Let A be a uniform closed submodule of M. Let τrf. be the projec-
tion onto Mt; ίe/. Since ^4 is uniform, we have -4nkerτrjk=0 for some &e/,
and hence TT^I^ is a monomorphism. For each i^I, we have that Tr^Tr^)"1 is a
well defined homomorphism from πk(A) into Mt ; we denote it by φ, . Observe
that φk(x)=x for all Λ:eτrA(^). It is easy to see that A= { Σ Φ, (Λ?): #eτrΛ(-4)} .
Now let ι/rt : Bi-^Mi extend φf for each z'e/, where βcβ, cMA. It follows
that^C'ίΣ-ψ ^  jye Π £,} CM. Since A is closed, we obtain πk(A)=
Π Bf.
ίeJ
Conversely, let X= { Σ /*(&)• b^Bc:Mk}, where the (fέ: £->Mt )ίe/ are nott'e/
simultaneously extendable, and fk(b)=b for all έeβ. It is clear that X^*B, and
hence X is uniform. To show that X is closed in M, let Xd'X*c:M. It is
clear that J^nkerτr^=-0, and thus J£* nkerτr*=0. Hence B=7rk(X)c:πk(X*)c:
Mk9 and mnH
1
 |τr
Λ
(x*) extends/- for each z'e/. Then fi=7r*(X*) and therefore
X=X*.
Lemma 10. Let M= 0 M
έ
 with all Mt uniform and with end(M{} local
ίeJ
 /Suppose that Λft 0My has (Q) /or Λ// ίΦje/. Lέtf E(M{)^E(Mj) be given,
i^FJ<=I, and let X=M{ Γ\f~\Mj). Then X=Mi9 orf\X: X-^Mj is an isomorphism
(and thus f^M^CLMi}.
Proof. Let X*= : {x—f(x)\x<=X} . By Lemma 4, X* is closed in Λf, 0
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Mj. By (C
x
) and since end(M
Λ
) is local for all k, X* has either M, or Mj as
complementary summand in Λf f 0M, .
Now if M,.0My=Z*0M,, then π(χ)=f(χ) for all ^e^Γ, where TT: X*®MS
-*Mj is the projection. Hence, by Lemma 4, Mi =X. On the other hand if
, , then/I X: X-^M
ί
 is an isomorphism, and hence f'\Mj)=
Lemma 11. Let M= 0 M, αώλ #// Mt uniform and with endίMf) local.
»ei
Then M has (1 — Q) */ 0m/ ora/j */ M. φΛfy to (Q) /or Λ//
Proof. Let M{®Mj have (Q) for all ίΦy. Let ^4 be a uniform and closed
submodule of M. By Lemma 9, ^ 4= Έ φi(x) : #e -XΓcMJ for some &e/, where
/<=/
(φ, : X-^M^i^f are homomorphisms with Φ^(Λ;)=:Λ? for all x^X, and (φ, )ίe/ are
not simultaneously extendable. Observe that all but a finite number of φt are
non-monomorphisms (due to X^pQ and φ|.(Λ?)=0 for all but a finite number of
indices, for any Q=£x^X).
Let φi : E(Mk)-+E(Mt) be extensions of φx , ίe/. Let J?f= :
eΛ/i>, it follows that Jί= Π Jf,-. Then jf= Π X{ where F=
»el ίeJP
By Lemma 10, the φ, are isomorphisms for all ίeF, and hence JP is finite. Again
by Lemma 10 (taking f=φjφ~1)y it follows that Xi(=φT\Mi)) and J\Γy(^φ71(My))
are comparable for all i=$=j^F. Hence {X^^p forms a finite chain. For the
smallest element X
Λ
 of this chain, one obtains X=X
Λ
 and hence -400 Mf=M.
The converse is obvious.
Theorem 12. L ί^ M= 0 M,- δ^ Λ module over a right noetherίan ring R,
/el
A^ Mi are uniform uith local endomorphism rings. Then M is extending
if and only if the decomposition 0 Mt is locally semί-T-nίlpotent and M, 0My is
extending for all i Φj e /.
Proof: By Theorem 8 ([3], page 172) and Lemma 11.
Lemma 13. Let M=Ml®M2 be a module with M, uniform and with
end(Mi) local. If M has (Q) and M, cannot be embedded in Mj for some ίΦj', ίA^^
M{ is Mj-ίnjectίve.
Proof. Let M have (Q), and let M
λ
 not be embeddable in M2. Let φ:
-SΓ-^Mj be an arbitrary homomorphism, XdM2. Consider X'=\ {x—φ(x):
x^X} , and let X* be a maximal essential extension of X' in M. Then Jϊ* Γl MI
=0, and hence πz\X* is a monomorphism, where τr2 is the projection of M onto
M2. By (Q) and since end(Λft ) is local, we have M=X*®M1 (if M=
then M1^Jί*>^
>M2 which contradicts the assumption that Ml cannot be embed-
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ded in M2). Therefore π \ MZ extends φ, where π: Xήf®Ml->M1 is the projection.
Corollary 14. Let M=M1@M2 be a module with M, uniform and with
end(Mt) local. Let E(M1)^E(M2). If M has (Q), then M{ can be embedded in
Mjfor some i^pj.
Proof. If M1 cannot be embedded in M2, then Ml is Λf2-injective, and
hence for any isomorphism φehom
Λ
(jE(M2), E(M^\ φ\M2 is an embedding of
M2 into Λfj.
3. Extending modules over commutative noetherian rings
Lemma 15. Let Ml and M2 be uniform modules over a commutative noe-
therian R. Let ass(Mi)=Pi. If Pt<tPj, then homx(E(Mi), E(Mj))=Q.
Proof. By [7], Theorem 3.4.
Lemma 16. Let M=Ml®M2) with M{ uniform, be a module over a com-
mutative noetherian ring R. Let ass(Mi)==Pi) where P^P2. Then M has (Q)
if and only if M{ is Mj-ίnjectίve, ί'Φ/(=l, 2).
Proof. Let M have (Q). If Pl<tP2> then homR(E(M1), E(M2))=0 and
hence M2 is M^-injective.
Now let P^Pz and let φGhomR(E(M1)9 E(M2)) be arbitrary. By Lemma
4, the submodule B: = {x-}-φ(x): x^X} of M is closed, where X={x^M1:
φ(x)<ΞM2}. By (Q), M=B(&N. Since BezXdM^ it follows that ass(B)=P!
and ass(ΛO=P2. Since homR(E(N), E(M1))=0, we have ^(N)=09 and hence
N=M2, where πl is the projection of Mλ®M2 onto Mx. Let π: B®M2-*M2 be
the projection, it follows that π(x) = φ(x) for all x^X. By Lemma 4, we have
X=M
ί
, and hence φ(M
ί
)dM2 for all φ^homR(E(M1)y E(M2)). Therefore M2
is Mj-injective.
Conversely, let Λf, be M^-injective. Since every uniform module is quasi-
continuous, it follows by [8] Theorem 12, that M is quasi-continuous hence
has (Q).
Lemma 17. Let M=X® Y be a module over an arbitrary ring, where Y
is X-injectίve. Let N be a submodule of M with NΓ\ Y=0. Then there exists a
homomorphism f:X->Y such that NdX*: = {x+f(x): x&X}s*X, and that
M=X*®Y.
Proof. Let π
x
, π
γ
 be the projections onto X and Y respectively. Since Y
is J\Γ-injective and π
x
 is a monomorphism on N9 there exists /: X-* Y such that
fπ
x
(ri)=π
γ
(ri) for all weΛΓ. Let X*=: {x+f(x): x<=X}. It is clear that X^
X*, and that M=X*®Y. Now Ncτt
x
(N)+π
γ
(N)=πz(N)+fπz(N)cX*.
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Theorem 18. A module M over a commutative noetherian ring R is extend-
ing if and only if M= 0M(P) (unique up to isomorphism) where M(P) has associat-
ed prime Py is extending, and is M(Q)-injective for all PΦζ).
Proof. Let M be extending. By Lemma 2, M— 0 M, with all M, uni-
iel
form. Let M(P)=0{Mt: ass(Ml )=P}. By Lemma 1, we have that M(P) is
extending for all P. By Lemma 15 and since Mi®Mj has (Q), we have that
Mi is My-injective whenever ass(Ml )Φass(M/). Since R is noetherian, by [2]
Theorem 2.5, it follows that M(F) is M(O)-injective for all PφjJ; furthermore
M(P) is 0 M(O)-injective.
<2Φp
Uniqueness: Let 0M(P)= 0MP). It is clear that MP) Π 0 Λf(O)=0.
P P -PΦQ
Since M(P) is 0 M(£)-injective, by Lemma 17, we have ΛΓ(P)cM*(P)^M(P).
CΦP
By the modular law and since M*(P)Π ® N(Q)=Q, we get ΛΓ(P)=Af*(P)β
M(P) for all P. 0=M>
Conversely, let M= 0Λf(P) where M(P) is extending and is M(£))-injective
First we show that M has (1 — Q). Let N be a uniform and closed sub-
module of M. Let ass(ΛΓ)=P; it is clear that NfΊ 0 M(Q)=Q. By Lemma 17,
eΦp
there exists a submodule M*(P) of M such that NcM*(P)^M(P) and M=
M*(P)0 0 M(g). By (CΊ) for Λf*(P), we have Λ^CΘM*(P)CΘM.
«Φp
Secondly we show that every direct sum of uniform submodules, which is a
local direct summand, is a direct summand. Let U— 0 Uj with all Uj uniform
be a local direct summand of M. Let Z7(P)=: 0{Z7y: ass(Z7/)=P}. Then
C7(P)n ΘΛf(ρ)=0, and hence by Lemma 17, U(P)dM*(P)={x+fP(x): x£Ξ
M(P)} «M(P) for each P, where fp: M(P)-> 0 M(g). By (Q) for M *(P) andQ*P
since ί7(P) is a local direct summand of M*(P), by Theorem 8, we have C7(P)c
ΦM*(P) for all P. We show that Σ Λf*(P) is direct. Suppose xf+x$-\ ----- h
x*=Q with Qφxf=xi+fPi(xi)<=M*(Pi),xiζΞM(Pi). Let Py be a minimal
member of {Pf}?βι. It follows that -χ.=fpj(χ.)+ ] (^+/Pi(^))eAf(Py) Π 0
M(Q)=0 hence Λ?f^0, which is a contradiction. Therefore [7=0C/(P)CΦ0
We claim that M= 0M*(P). Let 5>=ass(M), and define inductively 2>
Λ
=
P
U -A, and ^ 1 the set of maximal members of 3?\S>
Λ
, for all ordinals α. Then
00
5>
α5+1=5
)
α5U^
>
α>, and ^ ^ U ί?* for limit ordinals λ. By transfinite induction
Λ<λ
we show 0 M(P)C 0 M*(P). The case of a limit ordinal is obvious. For
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a non-limit ordinal α+1, if Q^X
Λ
=S>06+1\S
>
oί
 and x^M(Q), then /<,(*) e θ
P€Ξ3>
Λ
M(P)C 0 M*(P), zndtherdorεx=x+fQ(x)-fQ(x)(ΞM*(Q)® 0 M*(P)C
Pe^αj .Pe£Pα5
0 M*(P).
Pe^βH-i
Now let A be a non-zero closed submodule of M. By Zorn's Lemma, we
can find a maximal submodule 0 A
Λ
 of A with the property that 0 A
Λ
 is a
α*e.κ eβeJE
local direct summand in M and that ^  are uniform. By the second part of the
proof, 0 A
Λ
a®M hence A= 0 A
Λ
@A. If <4'=j=0, then, by Proposition 6, and
Λ^K Λe.K
since M has (1 — Q), -4' contains a uniform summand U of A'. By Proposition
3, 0 A
Λ
@U is a local direct summand in M, which contradicts the maximality
Λ(ΞK
of 0 A
Λ
. Therefore A== 0
REMARKS. 1) In order to test the relative injectivity between M(P) and
M(Q), in Theorem 18, it suffices to check that M(P) is M(Q)-injective whenever
P££λ The latter can be done by checking that M{ is My-injective for the
uniform direct summands of Λf(P)=0Λff and M(Q)=@Mj (cf. Lemma 15 and
[2], Theorem 2.5).
2) If M(P] is uniform for all P, then, by [8], Theorem 12, 0M(P) is
p
extending if and only if it is quasi-continuous.
3) In contrast to quasi-continuous modules, if a module Λf= 0 M, , with
ίEΞl
all Mi uniform, is extending, then the decomposition 0 Mf need not be uniqueter
up to isomorphism. For example, let R=Z[ρ], ρ=\/—ζ. For any two ideals
/ and / of R with I+J=R one can show that I@J^R®I{\J (see [1] Exercise 4).
Now let /=:<3,2+p> and /=:<3,2— p>. / and / are not principal, but
IΓ\J=3R=R. Hence Λ0jR^/0/. As R is Dedekind, Rξ&R is extending, by
[6]. (This can also be verified directly).
4. Direct sums of uniform modules with local endomorphism
rings and with the same associated prime, over commutative
noetherian rings
Lemma 19 [7]. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring, and
be an indecomposable injective R-module. Then E is an RP-as well as an KP-
module, where RP is the completion of RP. Furthermore IίP^endR(E).
In the situation of Corollary 14 and Lemma 19, we introduce now some
notations: We can assume, without loss of generality, that M1cM2c£'(JR/P),
where P is the associated prime of M{, and that endR(E)=&P.
If it happens that MiPRPc:Mj(i^FJ=l, 2), then we write A= {x^RP:
M2}/PRP and B={x<=RP: xM2^.M^}IPRP and S={x<=RP:
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In this case A and B are S-submodules of RP/PRP=: K (the quotient field of
RIP).
For any 5-submodule L of K, we denote {x^K: xLdL} by O(L) and
{χ(=K:xLdS} by (S: L). O(L) is an overling of S and (5: L) is an S~
submodule of K. If LΦO, then O(L)^end
s
(L).
Theorem 20. Let M=Ml®M2 with end(Mi) local, be a module over a
commutative noetheήan ring R. Let M1dM2c:E(R/P). Then the following are
equivalent:
1) M is an extending module,
2) M2PRPdMly O(A)=O(B)=: O is a valuation ring with maximal ideal Wd
AB. If A^B^W, then O is discrete. [The condition WdAB means AB=
W or AB=O; the latter holds precisely if M^M2.]
Proof. 1)=^>2): By Lemma 10, M2PRP=M2P^Pc:M1 and xMl9 M2 are
comparable for all x^KP/PκP, and hence x^A or x~
l
^B for all x^P.PIPP.P^
RP/PRP=K.
If B=O, then A=K and 2) follows. Now assume SΦO. We show that
O(A) and O(B) are valuations rings. Let^ eX", y^A\ then y^^B and hence
y~lAdS (due to ABdS)] hence AdyS. This shows that A is comparable
with all AS-submodules of K, and thus O(A) is a valuation ring. Similarly we
can show that O(B) is a valuation ring. We prove the rest of condition 2) in
all the different cases which can occur.
Case 1. AB=S. Since AB is an ideal of O(A) and O(B), it follows that
O(A)=S=O(B). Since ^4, B are invertible, as fractional ideals of the valuation
ring S, they are principal. Hence if A^B^W, then S is discrete.
Case 2. AB£S. Claim: A^(S: B) if and only if B is principal. If xEΞ
(S: B)\A, then ΛΓ^B and hence B—Λf"1*?. Conversely, if J5 is principal, then
B(S: B)=S, and hence ^S(S: B). (Similarly we can show B&(S: A) if and
only if A is principal).
Subcase 2a. A or B is principal as ^-module. Let β be principal. Then
O(B)=S is a valuation ring. By the claim, A £(5f: β). It is clear that (S:B)=
yS for any jye(S: J5)\^4, and hence (S: B)/A is a simple S-module. Since AB
C W and 5 is principal, we have A c WΓ(5: B) £(5: B). Therefore A=W(S: B)
and thus AB=W.
To verify condition 2) in this subcase, it remains to show that O(A)dO(B)
(since O(B)=Sc:O(A)). If t^ is also principal, then O(A) = S=O(B). On the
other hand if A is not principal as 5-module, then B=(S: A). Now let x^O(A)
be arbitrary. We have xbAdbAdS for all b(ΞB. Hence xBd(S: A)=β,
i.e. *<Ξθ(J3). Therefore O(^)cO(B).
A similar argument works if A is principal as *S-module.
Subcase 2b. A and B are not principal as /S-modules. Then A=(S: B) and
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B=(S: A). By the same argument as in Subcase 2a, we can show that O(A)=
O(B)= : O. Now let W be the maximal ideal of O, and let x^W be arbitrary.
Since aΓ^O, it follows that B^x~lB. Hence Λ"1iφfi=(ιSr: A) for some b^B.
Thus Sdx^bA and hence x^xSdbAdAB. Therefore WdAB. It is clear
that ABd W, and hence AB=W.
Now if A^B=W9 then yA=W for some OΦ^eK Since W=ABdS,
we have .}>£(*!?: A)=B, i.e. ^yOcjB. On the other hand A=y~1W=y~1ABy
and hence j"1jBcO(^4)^O. Therefore B=yO and thus O is discrete.
2)==> 1) We first show that q&A or q"l^B for all jeX'.
Cέw* 1. AB=S. Then *Sf=O is a valuation ring, and hence A=(S: B).
It follows that je-4 or g^efi for all yeίΓ.
CVw0 2. AB^S and ^4 or 5 is principal as 5-module. If, for instance, B
is principal, we have that S= O is a valuation ring and AB=W is the maximal
ideal of S. Hence W(S: B)=A is the unique maximal iS-submodule of (S: B).
It follows that (S: B)/A is a simple S-module. Now if q <£A and ge(*S: B), then
^g?5c(S: B). Thus (S: B)=qS, and hence q'^B. On the other hand it
is clear that q3p(S: B) implies q~l^B.
Case 3. AB £*S and both ^4 and B are not principal as 5-module. We
show that A is comparable with all iS-submodules of K. Let q3pA\ then A^qQ.
It follows that q~1AdW=ABdS and hence AdqS. Similarly we can show
that B is comparable with all /S-submodule of K.
Claim: If A^(S:B), then A^W^B and O is not discrete. Let x&
(S:B)\A, we have xB^S, and hence #BcPF. On the other hand A&xS,
therefore W=ABdxB. Then W=xB. Certainly x~l^(S\ A)\B. By the
same argument we can show that x"lA=W.
Now if O is discrete, then B is a principal O-module, and hence xB=W=
AB yields x^xOdA, which contradicts the choice of x.
By the claim and condition 2), we have A= (S: B). Therefore q^A or
q-^B for all q&K.
These three cases together show that q^A or q~l^B for all q^K. Now let
TV be a closed uniform submodule of M . Without loss of generality assume that
N= {y+θ(y)' y^ YdM^ where θ: Y-^>M2 is a non-extendable homomorphism.
If Y=M19 then M=N®M2. On the other hand if F£M, then, by Lemma 4
and since P^PMl=PRPMldM2, we obtain $e P.P\P&P, where d is an extension
of θ to end(£(Λ/i))==J&p. Hence d^A or 6"l^B,6^K. Then ^M^dM^ or
dM^Mz. Again by Lemma 4 and since Y^Mly we have M2d&Mv There-
fore Y=J-'(M2) Π M^^-^Ma). Hence ^(y)=β(F)=^ and thus M=N®Mλ.
Corollary 21. Let M=N®N with end(N) local and with NdE(RjP).
Then M is extending if and only if NPRPdN and S= : {x^RP: xNdN}/PRP
is a valuation ring.
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Theorem 22. Let M be a direct sum of uniform R-submodules with local
endomorphism rings, and with the same associated prime P, where P is a commuta-
tive noetherian ring. Then the following are equivalent :
1) M is extending,
2) M^ 0 Mf «° where the M, are paίrwise non-isomorphic, and i) PjRPMncMjC
M2C ••• cMnc£(Λ/P), ii) Mi is quasί-ίnjectίve whenever a{ is infinite, and iii) each
pair in 0 M(Λ} is extending [(c.f. Theorem 20), it suffices to check iii) if both sum-
mands of the pair are not quasi-injectίve].
Proof. 1)=^2): Let M== 0 M{ be extending, where the Mt are uniform.
ίei
Partition the index set / into /= U /,-, where M
Λ
^M
β
 if and only if α, β belong
ί&F
to the same /,-. Hence M= 0 M(/£) (M(/Λ= 0 MΛ We claim that F is finite.
ίeί
1
 αsei.i
Suppose F is infinite. For each i^F pick a representative M,c£(jR/P)
from M(/t ) and consider 0 Mt . Since 0 Mi is extending, by Theorem 12,
ίeί
1
 ίeJ*
we have that {Mi}ieF is locally semi-T-nilpotent. Therefore, starting from
any M
Λ
(a^F) there exists a finite sequence of monomorphisms M^-^M^-*
M^ y-^M^ such that all indices ak are distinct (a=a0) and that MΛt cannot
be embedded into any My, for j^F(1)=: F\{a, a^ α2, •••, at}. By Lemma 13,
M
Λt is Λfy-injective, and hence MΛt 'DRpMj. Write β1=at.
Iterating this procedure we obtain a descending sequence of infinite subsets
Fw of F and of indices βHGF^
n
^\Fw such that M^RpM^M^ —RPMβjt
IϊMβ
n
I}RPMβn+ιlDMβn+ι^)RPMβn+2I3 ' . Since E(R/P) is an artinian ΛP-
module, we have RPMβn=RpMβtn for some n and for all m^n. Therefore
M
βn
=Mβ
m
 for ?11 m>n, which contradicts the choice of M
βn
, and establishes our
claim.
Now, using Corollary 14 and Theorem 20, we obtain (up to isomorphism)
M= 0 M<?i\ where ai=\Ii\ and PRPMndM1c: "ClMnClE(RIP). It remains
to show that Mf is quasi-injective whenever αt is infinite. In this case,
for Λf f φMf and by Corollary 21, we have that PΛP Λf t C M, and 5,-= :
is a valuation ring. Now let x^RP be arbitrary. If
then x<=Rp\PRP and M S.τM,-. Therefore M, > - >M,.> - ^ M,.)-^---, which
contradicts the locally semi-Γ-nilpotency of M*fi\ Thus RPMiC:Miy i.e., M{ is
an jRp-module and hence quasi-injective.
2)=>1) Let M=φM^ with PRPMndM1c: (l.Mnc:E(RIP). It is
clear that PRpM^Mj for all ί,j (=1, 2, •••, w). By Theorem 20, it is easy to
see that M, 0My is automatically extending, whenever one of Mt or My is quasi-
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injective. Hence once (iii) holds whenever neither M{ nor M} are quasi-injective,
n
then every pair in φ Λ/V**0 is extending.
To show that M is extending, by Theorem 12, it suffices to verify that M^
is locally-semi-T-nilpotent whenever a{ is infinite. Since, by assumption, Mt- is
quasi-injective, we have that every monomorphism from M, to M, is an iso-
ΛΛ ΛΛ TC Ύ1:
morphism. Now let M^M^M^ *M,-> be a sequence of non-
monomorphisms. It follows that St^Pίip where &j is an extension of Xj to
end(JB(M
ί
))=J&p(j=l, 2, •••). LetyeM,- be arbitrary. It follows that Pny=0
R
for some «, and hence o=£1 £n(y)=x1 xn(y). Therefore M^ is indeed local-
ly semi-T-nilpotent.
Any torsion module over a Dedekind domain R can be writetn as M— φf
M(P)y where P runs over all non-zero prime ideals of R and M(P) is the P-
primary component of M. Moreover any uniform torsion Λ-module is iso-
morphic to either E(R/P) or R/Pn for some prime P, and hence has a local
endomorphism ring. Thus, as an immediate consequence of Theorems 18, 20
and 21, we retrieve the characterization of extending torsion modules over
Dedekind domains obtained by Harada ([4], Theorem 7 (1)):
Corollary 23. Let M be a torsion module over a Dedekind domain R. Then
M is extending if and only if for each non-zero prime ideal P of R, either M(P)
is injective, or M(P) is a direct sum of copies of R/P* or R/Pn+1 for some n=n(P).
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